
* Prep for low water temp of Lake Padarn, it is usually quite cold. 
Swim outside in open water, or if venues unavailable, get use to cold 
water with cold showers.
* Prep for the o� road run by doing some running on hilly trails.
* Find somewhere to stay in or near Llanberis, racing Slateman is a 
great reason to spend the weekend in beautiful snowdonia. 
http://www.lodge-dinorwig.co.uk/ 

* Take clothing options to T1; gloves, arm warmers, knee warmers, 
toe covers. 
* If the water  & air temp is low, wearing arm warmers under wetsuit
 will help warm up on the bike and avoid trying to put on in T1
* Nutrition. The elevation means you will be out for longer, than 
standard Olympic distance, carry more fuel than usual.

Swim
* Forget the temperature. Get in, swim hard. 
If you don’t think it you don’t feel it.
* Use tinted googles like AquaSphere Kayenne, often the sun is low 
and these help make sighting around the swim loop easier.
*Neoprene swim hat is ideal. Gloves/booties sometimes allowed, 
but no prizes if wearing them.

* T1 lay everything out so it is easy to put on with cold hands. Think 
about zips/clips, make it as easy as possible.
* Biggest hill comes �rst, Llanberis Pass, go hard but don’t burn all 
the matches, keep good momentum over the top and down.
* TT bike territory if you have one.  Some fast sections.
* Drive route beforehand or look at map with elevation pro�le, 
plan where to take on fuel.

* Not the average run. Make sure you like hills!
* Large sections are trail but normal race shoes are �ne.
* Go steady initially to the quarry hill, then go for it, a few more 
little hills test you after the quarry zig zags.
* Enjoy the views from the top of the quarry Zig Zags.
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